Few modern philosophers have determined our understanding of early modern philosophy in the way Hegel has. More in particular, Hegel held highly influential views on the real significance of the language in which Philosophy came into its own after the Middle Ages. In his Lectures on the History of Philosophy Hegel introduced the issue in his paragraph on Luther, who completed his Reformation of Christianity, or so Hegel argued, by rendering the Bible into German, for according to Hegel philosophical self-consciousness can only be achieved in a native language, a language, that is, we can truly call our own. For, Hegel continued, only a language that is able to express our innermost concerns can serve as a vehicle for our subjectivity:
Meditationes philosophicae. 8 Spinoza expressly forbade his friend to issue a Dutch translation of his hotly contested Tractatus theologico-politicus.
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Second, over the past few decades our understanding of the history of the early modern university has been increased dramatically, and few intellectual historians today will be prepared to be as dismissive of the academic practice of philosophy as was long customary. 10 In particular the significance of universities for what is still, reluctantly, termed 'the scientific revolution' has been reassessed fundamentally, leading the late great Roy Porter to conclude that although Galileo quit his chair at Padua in 1610 and Newton left Cambridge in 1696 to become Master of the Mint, 'a remarkably high proportion of the great names of early modern science actually made their career (or at least embarked upon their career) as professors in university employment.' 11 Moreover, the very domains which were transformed most fundamentally during the seventeenth century belonged to the core curriculum of the studium generale taught by the artes faculty, and by the end of the seventeenth century the gap which traditionally had separated natural philosophy from mathematics was beginning to close, especially in France and the Netherlands -arguably on account of the success of Cartesianism. And while the scientific importance of the medical research being done at Padua, Montpellier, Leiden, Oxford and Cambridge has been recognized for quite some time now, there is also considerable evidence suggesting that mathematics played a much larger role in many of the more prominent universities of the early modern age than academic statutes would seem to convey.
In addition, we should not overestimate the hostility among seventeenth-century 'novatores' such as Descartes and Hobbes toward the early modern university; Descartes was very concerned to have his views taught at Utrecht, Leiden as well as the Sorbonne (and made sure to have his work translated into Latin as soon as possible; Hobbes, a major Classicist in his own right, seriously felt his Leviathan would make for a fine course in Oxford. 12 Gassendi was a professor at the Collège Royal, Pierre Bayle held a chair at the Rotterdam Illustrious School -not very impressive perhaps, and he refused an offer from Franeker University, but it would seem that all German Cartesians were indeed professors, and one expert recently characterised Philosophy in seventeenth-century Germany as 'overwhelmingly academic'. Consequently, at the dawn of the early modern age even such minor provinces of the Holy Roman Empire as the Netherlands had a pretty elaborate philosophical vocabulary at their disposal.
Finally, and arguably most importantly, the Hegelian vision according to which no genuinely innovative work in philosophy could be done before Descartes identified the subject as the locus from which the Spirit could unfold itself and thus put the wheel in motion toward its ultimate self-discovery, hinges on the presupposition that the Renaissance, as Jacob into the natural cradle of 'the Enlightenment'.
Hegel Vindicated
It would seem, then, when all is said and done, that the Hegelian point of view on the rise of the vernacular in Philosophy as a token of its budding modernity stands in need of urgent qualification. Or should we, perhaps, abandon it altogether? I think not: for despite our increased awareness of the continuities between the 'old' and 'new' philosophies in the early modern age, and despite the evident connections between 'lay' philosophers opting for the vernacular and professional academics communicating exclusively in Latin, this did not alter the fact that Latin was a dead language. As such, it could only be resuscitated at the expense of its purity. Moreover, the seventeenth century in particular witnessed a profound shift in 'paradigm' if you will: in natural philosophy as well as in metaphysics, from cosmography to Although the Radical Enlightenment envisaged by Meyer and Koerbagh failed to make a lasting impact on the Dutch Republic, the abundant availability in the vernacular of 'new' and potentially revolutionary philosophical texts around 1700 gave rise to a very lively philosophical culture -all sorts of laymen, some of them female, with little or no Latin at all now felt able and entitled to take part in highly obtuse metaphysical disputes concerning the nature of God, the essence of the soul and the definition of matter. 'richement meublée, spacieuse et abandonée'.
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Over the past few decades Philosophy has once more become a discipline in which a single language has come to dominate. Today professional philosophers who were not born in an
Anglophone country are again challenged by the necessity to express themselves and communicate in a foreign language. Although most of us continue to publish in English and in Dutch, many of us feel our Dutch papers and books do not really count -even when English and American colleagues exhort us not to abandon our native language, as did the members of the committee responsible for the most recent Research Assessment of Philosophy in the Netherlands. 48 Perhaps the bilingualism of our early modern predecessors may carry some consolation, for it would seem that, in the end, it did not really matter that
Montaigne and Descartes wrote in French, Spinoza and Newton in Latin, and Leibniz in both:
they were all read and they are still being studied today. We have only just begun to seriously question the reasons why some early modern philosophers made it to the canon, while others 
